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Dear  

Thank you for providing your comments to us after the June 8, 2011, workshop. Responses to 
similar comments on the 2007 Niagara Falls Storage Site (NFSS) Remedial Investigation (RI) Report 
are enclosed for your convenience and available on our website, at 
http:/ /v-.ww .lrb. usace.army .millfusrap/nfss/nfss-ri -publiccommentresponse-20 I 0-08. pdf 

In response to your comment regarding the area south of the Interim Waste Containment 
Structure (IWCS), the results of our air, water, and sediment sampling are reported annually in a 
technical memorandum (available at http://www.lrb.usace.army.mil/fusrap/nfss/index.htm#EnvSurv) 
and indicate that the IWCS continues to function as designed. Also, additional work was conducted 
during the Remedial Investigation Addendum to further confirm that the IWCS is performing as 
designed. One part of this evaluation included an analysis oftrends of uranium concentrations in 
wells immediately surrounding the IWCS, including to the south of the IWCS. No increasing trends 
were evident in any of the wells in the immediate vicinity of the IWCS, indicating that there is not an 
ongoing source term of radioactivity in the groundwater in this area. 

In addition, as part of the Remedial Investigation Addendum, the Corps installed a well at the 
south end of the IWCS to ensure a better distribution of groundwater wells directly south of the 
IWCS. These wells act as a first line of defense when monitoring the integrity of the IWCS and to 
date indicate that the IWCS is functioning as designed. 

The Corps is currently working with the community to determine locations for conducting 
additional sampling at the south end of the IWCS to further evaluate groundwater and pipelines in 
this area of the site. We welcome all community input in choosing these sampling locations. We 
hope to conduct this sampling next year_ 

In response to your comment regarding the inclusion of the pipelines in the groundwater 
model, please refer to our responses to comments 1, 4 and 28 on the enclosed response matrix where 
this issue is discussed at length. 

A Lake Ontario Ordnance Works (LOOW) investigation of underground lines (offbut 
adjacent to the NFSS) indicates that a majority of the lines do not have bedding material that would 
allow for transport of contaminants along the lines. (The LOOW Underground Utility Report may be 
viewed from http:. W\n\Jrb.usace.armY.mil'derpfudsiloow1index.htm.) The NFSS RI focused on 
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lines most suspected to be impacted by contaminants, specifically the acid waste and sanitary sewer 
lines. The water line of concern was designed to transport drinking water to former buildings on and 
offthe NFSS. Although the water lines on NFSS were not sampled, associated water lines on LOOW 
were investigated as part of the LOOW Underground Utility Investigation, and they were found to be 
the least impacted of all the lines investigated on the former LOOW. Although there is no direct 
documentation that the water lines have been plugged, water lines exiting NFSS cross areas that now 
contain landfills. It is assumed that these water lines would have been plugged prior to landfill 
construction. 

In the 2007 Remedial Investigation Report, concentrations detected within the pipelines 
outside of the IWCS were assumed to already exist in groundwater. This is the equivalent of 
assuming that the pipeline contents already leaked into underlying groundwater. Therefore, although 
the impacts of pipelines were not accounted for in the groundwater model, the contents within them 
were. Also, as mentioned above, we plan on investigating the pipelines as part of Balance of Plant 
Feasibility Study (FS) field activities. 

Regarding your question about rainwater, most of the rainwater does not infiltrate into the 
IWCS due to its three-foot thick compact clay cap. Rainwater runs off to the east into the Central 
Drainage Ditch or, if on the south, west, or north of the IWCS, it will pool in flat-lying areas or enter 
other adjacent ditches that feed the West Drainage Ditch. 

Outside of the IWCS, there is a little more penetration of rainwater through site soils into the 
groundwater. This causes some seasonal changes of contamination in upper groundwater because as 
water levels rise into impacted soils, contaminants are dissolved into the upper groundwater. So, a 
seasonal change in concentration in groundwater monitoring wells is expected. 

The Corps is committed in the ongoing IWCS FS, to considering all long-term options for the 
IWCS. This includes complete and partial removal alternatives, IWCS enhancement, other leave in 
place options, and a no action alternative, which is required by the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA). (The Feasibility Study work plan may be 
found at http://\\ww.lrb.usace.army.mil/fusrap/nfss/nfss-feasstudy-workplan-2009-12.pdf; see 
Section 3.5.4.) 

The Corps looks forward to working with the community and our newly acquired technical 
facilitator to enhance our communication with and understanding of community concerns throughout 
the development of the IWCS Operable Unit FS. Please feel free to contact me at  if 
you have any further questions. 

Sincerely, 

'-.. .... NFSS and LOOW Program Manager 
Enclosure 




